


It’s October 13th, and three skellingtons stand at your door. 

You presume the tall one wearing the cloak and peaked cap in the 

middle to be in charge. 

He is flanked by his bony brethren, making merry playing creaking 

jigs, running xylophone sticks along their ribs. 

“Do you covet my wine and wheels of chese”, you ask, trembling. 

“My florins? My flesh?” 

The music abruptly stops. 

Corporal Cartilage says nothing. His empty eye sockets stare 

straight ahead, his phalanx of brilliant white teeth locked in 

rictus grin. 

He silently passes you a tattered scroll. 

Artists, jesters, wordsmiths. Seers, sages and mandolin men. 

Taxidermy jay birds and tarot cards.  You are dazzled into a 

daze and fall dozily at Sergeant Skull’s feet. 

You awake in a dark chamber with dozens of fellow fleshies. It 

quickly dawns on you that the bars in this jail are in fact ribs 

and the darkness comes courtesy Field Marshall Femur’s ornate 

light cancelling cloak. 

A muffled voice outside nervously enquires, “Do you covet my wine 

and wheels of chese?” 

The paper boys of the Bone Brigade continue to distribute their 

sacred text with evangelical fervour. On it goes. 

The manuscript still in your hand, you can just about make out 

it’s title amid the blackness of your bony new home: 



Perhaps now more than ever before, star signs have became the pinnacle of conversation amidst young people. Com-
paring and trashing each others star charts has became a light hearted ice breaker for many; yet the world of astrology and 
psychics looms foggy in most minds.

A Tarot reading serves to grant a sight into what is happening in the Present, at the time you are picking the cards. It can 
help the individual see aspects of a situation that may have once been invisible to them, due to personal reasons. Tarot has 
been cited as a valuable form of meditation.

There are six types of Tarot, the Gyspy Tarot, the Marseille Tarot, Rider Waite Tarot, Angels Tarot, Tibetan Tarot, and the 
Osho Zen Tarot.

The Gypsy Tarot deck is used by spiritualists to predict and explain the most fundamental aspects of people's lives.

Welcome Jasmine, a young woman in Northern Ireland who has cultivated a business embracing spirituality and divinity 
which cuts away from institutional schools of thought. As The Gypsy Hussle, the young astrologer and psychic seeks to break 
the stigma surrounding tarot reading whilst spreading her love for the craft.

MYSTICISM AND ME
A Conversation with TheGypsyHussle

Q.Tell us a little bit about yourself, and how you first en-
countered spirituality. How has this lifestyle integrated with 
yours? 
Jasmine: I’m a 23 year old tarot reader and spiritualist living 
in Belfast, Ireland. I first got into spirituality when I was 
around 20, when I walked into a book shop and facing me 
was a deck of tarot cards. I took this as a sign as at that time 
I had heavy been seeing and all that jazz. I was really into 
healing myself from trauma I had encountered and all round 
bettering myself. The promise of prosperity also sounded 
pretty good!

Q. What is your favourite aspect of reading? 
Jasmine: I love the mastery of it. It takes a lot of knowledge 
to read. You have to have knowledge of most aspects of 
spirituality such as astrology, numerology, ancient symbolism, 
karma, auras, and so on. With that understanding, you must 
then read a story into the situation presented to you in the 
cards, and apply it to the querent.  I also love to get into the 
spiritual flow of things as that would entail me being in a 
very tranquil and connected place. I love it!

Q. What does tarot mean to you? 
Jasmine: Tarot is an ancient art form that is hundreds of years old. It’s divination, 
it’s art, it’s life!

Q. What encouraged you to start up The Gypsy Hussle? 
Jasmine: I feel my gift to be particularly potent. I have an ‘extreme’ intuition and 
can read into situations pretty quickly. I also wanted to get information out there 
so that other people could reap the benefits of spirituality, without having to sift 
through the false and potentially dangerous information out there.

Q. In terms of business, what do customers ask you for most? What kind of 
clientele do you receive? 

form, pulling on wisdom from many different ar-
eas. All of this accumulated knowledge, plus the 
energetic exchange of a reading definitely equates 
into something worthwhile and of value. All good 
readers should charge.

Q. In closing, has spirituality changed you as a 
person, or helped you embrace who you are?
Jasmine: Spirituality has definitely changed me. I 
have swam down to the depths of my soul and 
excavated gems. I have come to forgive and love 
myself through my flaws and push myself to be 
better. I have found a deeper tolerance for my 
fellow human and my wisdom has drawn other 
like minded people to me. The best and worst 
thing that has ever happened to me!

Find Jasmine through her business 
pages

Instagram: @_thegypsyhussle
Facebook: Thegypsyhussle

Jasmine: Love readings are pretty popular. They are interesting in terms of the souls growth and evolution as relationships trig-
ger us and bring out our best and worst traits. I believe that we have many soulmates who we meet to push us along our path 
of evolution, and it is fascinating to read for people on their journey. I get people from all walks of life. And most of my clients 
are sceptics, believe it or not!

Q. What are the biggest misconceptions surrounding your work?  
Jasmine: That it’s demonic or dangerous! Certainly, with any spiritual work, work has to be done on the practitioners part to 
ensure the safest and highest vibration work space possible. Readings must always be opened and closed appropriately to pre-
vent any lingering energy. 
Also, another misconception is that psychics and readers should work for free. As stated, tarot reading is a multi discipline art
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A high breed of Hip Hop and Blues, Jazz and 
Soul, KALLA is killing it. Bringing a refresh-
ing optimism to the music scene amidst world-
wide chaos, his music hits like a lucozade 
after a particularly bad hang over. Don’t 
believe us? Here’s KALLA in his own words. 

WHO IS KALLA

I think I'm still searching for that answer, 
but I try to keep my intentions authentic and 
honest. 
I've faced a lot of internal/ external strug-
gle but I tend to work it all out in the lyr-
ics I write. I really do try to keep them as 
positive as possible though, those uplifting 
song pulled me out the hole when I needed them 
to in the past!

HOW IT BE, KALLA? 

HOW DID KALLA COME TO BE 

KALLA is a way to shoot for the person want to become, so 
naturally it's evolving. I'm using it as a way to pay forward 
a positive message I needed to hear when I was going through 
some tough times! 

WHAT INSPIRES YOU MOST AS AN ARTIST

From the initial spark of inspiration, to weaving my way 
through the song creating it as I go and finally having some-
thing tangible you can hear and other people can interact 
with, all from nothing but an idea is such an amazing feel-
ing. It soothes and uplifts simultaneously. If I can give 
THAT feeling to someone else then my music has a place.

'It be how it be' is the first piece of music I've released 
to the world so for that reason alone its a big accomplish-
ment for me. It's a jazzy, funky, dancy bop that gets stuck 
in your head. It really gets your head moving! It means more 
than that though, it's a message that no matter what's hap-
pening in your life you can accept that's where you are for 
the moment and know things will get better. Go with the flow, 
let it go and remember...

IT BE HOW IT BE

WHAT DOES THIS SONG MEAN TO ME

Natural History 
Taxidermy jay birds longing to dance upon glossy 

ground,
the rain to be their disciple and passionately kiss their 

feet,
seeping into their mosaic azure wings. 

Baby grizzly bears growling for their mother
and the sharp taste of berries to baptise their tongues in 

a violet elixir.
Longing for the forest’s vegetation crunching beneath 

their paws. 
Behind glass, frozen in time as if encrusted by ice. 

Like swords stabbing their thoraxes, butterflies are held 
up by a metallic pin, 

their wings: splattered Jackson pollock paintings of 
kintisugi skin. 

C a t h er i n e  K err 



An adaptation of Tom Clancy’s novel of the same name directed by Phillip Noyce, it’d be 
safe to assume that ‘Patriot Games’ would blend Clancy’s typical action, espionage and 
psychobabble with mature, intelligent and sensitive commentary pertaining to the com-
plex questions of ethnonationalism and culpability associated with the Northern Ireland 
conflict. Right?
Keep those expectations in mind as you cast your eye over the following exchange from a 
scene early on in the film:

Jimmy O’Reardon: Ah, ye're not gonna make me wear a rubber, are ye? Ye know, the 
church says wearin' one o' them's a sin, darlin'. 
Annette Bearer: So's this, darlin'! 
[shoots Jimmy in the head while he lies in bed]   

In short, ‘Patriot Games’ blasts its way through the intricacies and incongruities of one of 
the darkest periods in Northern Ireland’s history with all the subtlety of ‘Team America’s 
opening “Terrorize THIS” sequence. It operates under its own internal logic, and it’s char-
acters inhabit a world where you’re either with the good guys- the unfaultable beacon of 
morality, the U.S. of A- or against them, thereby teaming up with the conniving, cartoon-
ish villains of an Oi Arr Ay offshoot that, like a levelled up Pokemon, is bigger, badder and 
more dangerous than the organisation it has detatched itself from.
There is no in neutral between. It is inappropriate, ill-informed and misguided, and un-
intentionally very funny. It makes ‘Mrs Browns Boys’ seem like a sophisticated study on 
Irish identity politics.
It’s been several months since I’ve inflicted this nonsensical, two-hour long travesty upon 
myself, but the plot of ‘Patriot Games’, to the best of my recollection- and that of Wikipe-
dia- is as follows.

It’s all so clumsy that this must be a loud diversion, intended to draw away attention from the 
main mission. Presumably, another team is hard at work inside Buckingham Palace, carefully 
planting C4 charges on a sleeping Queen, having limboed their way through a series of protec-
tive lasers and snapped the necks of a platoon of Corgis. Except that’s not happening. There’s 
only one team, and they’re just really bad at this.
But don’t panic! No need to cover your eyes any longer, counterterrorism fans- Harrison Ford 
whips out his handgun and starts blasting away like he’s playing ‘House of the Dead’ on the 
Wii. On no other day has ‘it’s nerf or nuthin’ ever been truer. 
The day is saved and a horde of campy policemen are on their way, tooting their whistles and 
waving their batons. A wounded Harrison Ford lies slumped, wounded, against a car, the sub-
jects of many a future West Belfast mural lying dead or dying around him. 
Sean Bean, glowering up at Ford, lives. But we the viewer come to a terrifying realisation.

Oh fuck. No. Sean Bean’s brother is kill. Harrison Ford has shot Sean Bean’s BROR!
A news report fills us in on what we’ve just seen. “No group has yet claimed credit, but one is 
under strong scrutiny.” A dramatic gap as we wonder with bated breath what group of bala-
clava-wearing fiends would dare target Buckingham Palace. Who would DO such a thing?

“The I.R.A.”

Fucking KNEW it. At this point you expect Ford to murmur from his hospital bed, “Provos? I 
HATE these guys.” But ‘Patriot Games’ has no time for such fan service. This is a very serious 
and intelligent film, don’t you know?
The news then, for some reason, proceeds to dox Harrison Ford. 
“According to eyewitness accounts, Lord William Holmes, the Minister for Northern lreland, 
along with his wife and son, were saved by an American tourist, John Patrick Ryan. 

T e r r o r i z e  T H I S
‘Patriot Games’ is a 1992 film about Harrison Ford fighting a splinter group of the I.R.A. ‘

It opens with retired C.I.A analyst Jack Ryan (who we’ll be referring to throughout as ‘Harrison Ford’) and his family tak-
ing a trip to London that, ever so coincidentally, lands them in the midst of an assassination attempt executed so poorly 
that it’s almost comical.
En route to Buckingham Palace in a black taxi, Sean Bean and his fellow bad bastards ominously pull their balaclavas 
down. They want to kill Lord William Holmes, the Minister of State for Northern Ireland, or something like that. They 
offer each other authentic words of encouragement. “Mind yerself, paddy boy.” 
When they spot their target, they execute what was probably a painstakingly blueprinted plan on paper, barrelling 
awkwardly out of their car like leather jacketed lemmings and dashing forth as though their limbs were animated in-
dependently of each other. Harrison Ford watches, confused, probably dazzled by their stunning infiltration tactics and 
impenetrable facial camouflage.

Pandemonium ensues. Harrison Ford dashes towards them, pointing and shouting as though they’ve stolen his bike. 
His wife and daughter look on. The Ra men slap bombs on the underside of the car, which explode feebly and some-
how fail to so much as hurt the target rocking brown-trousered in the foetal position in the back seat. The assailants 
riddle the drivers with fifty bullets each before shouting “open it or l’ll blow you up!” as though we, the audience, have 
not just watched them try and fail to do just that only moments before. 

An author and professor at the Naval Academy in Maryland, Ryan is a former Marine lieutenant. He was wounded and 
is under guard at an undisclosed London hospital.”
Why the fuck the news would paint a target bigger than the Union Jack on the back of the man who just supposedly 
saved the day is never addressed, but one can only assume there is someone in that television station who seriously 
wants Harrison Ford to be kneecapped.
All the while, in a dingy, smoke-filled Irish pub somewhere in, um, Ballybelfast, the renegade contingent of the I.R.A 
gains traction. They discuss blowing up the monarchy whilst stereotypical diddly-biddly-dee Irish trad music plays in 
the background. 
The real I.R.A attempts to assassinate the leaders of the cell, but are themselves killed. One of them, Jimmy O’Reardon- 
the charming caricature we all chortled together over at the beginning of this article- spends, as you know, his final 
earthly moments complaining to his would-be assassin that he does not want to wear a condom because God prefers it 
when he raw dogs. 

Why an ultranationalist she-vixen needed to don lingerie and horn him out before shooting him in the skull isn’t really 
explained, however, considering bullets don’t need privacy, rose petals and scented candles to work. Perhaps men bleed 
out faster when they have boners to shoot off. 

B Y  J A C K  H O P K I N



Sean Bean swears revenge against Harrison Ford in court, and Ford is knighted- even 
though some very surface level research reveals that non-British citizens are ineligible to 
receive such an honour. But by no means is the film is over. Oh no. In a breakout that is 
only one Viktor Reznov short of the Vorkuta escape, Bean’s hyper-republican chums bust 
him out of the prison van by way of bazooka. More bad news for Harrison Ford, who just 
wants to hang up his gun and cherish his healthy knees and the knees of his daughter 
and pregnant wife in paramilitary-free bliss.
Like a band of merry, spuddy pirates, Sean Bean and his compatriots travel to North 
Africa onboard a large transport ship they have somehow commandeered- which goes 
down in history as the first vessel of the Irish Republican Navy. They arrive at a camp 
populated by unnamed, generic, Al-Qaeda-esque terrorists to train for yet another at-
tempt on Lord Holmes’ life. 

Meanwhile, back in Maryland, a team of the newly formed Super Saiyan I.R.A scouts 
stalk the streets in search of the recently returned Harrison Ford. With the action now 
taking place in America, the Troubles now spans three continents and is practically a 
world war. 

Ford’s wife and daughter, however, are not so lucky. Out driving on a busy city 
highway, they forget to listen out for the Wacky Races theme music. As Dick 
Dastardley and Muttley let loose a wheezing snicker, a Ra man leans from an 
adjacent van and sprays random machine gun fire at the car, which eventually 
crashes and belches out choking black smoke. Sean Bean says GOT EEM. Harri-
son Ford is raging. 

In hospital, Ford’s wife recovers, but his young daughter is in a bad way. She 
eventually rallies, but has her spleen removed. A television crackles as the leader 
of Sinn Fein- that renowned politician, ‘Paddy O’Neil’-stands directly outside 
the hospital and claims no responsibility for the attack. Ever the diplomat, Ford 
storms outside and accosts him, demanding to know where Sean Bean is. 

“Let me try and understand this. You want me to sell out my fellow lrishmen to 
you? I don’t think you understand me at all,” O’Neil says, Irishly. When Harrison 
Ford isn’t satisfied with this response, O’Neil is so hurt that he says, “maybe I 
won’t have a drink with you.”

Ever the diplomat, Ford absolutely loses his shit and practically declares jihad on Irish republicanism. An American scriptwriter was 
probably very proud of himself when this spewed out of his magic fingers:
Jack Ryan: I don’t give a shit whether you did it or not. But if you don’t help me, I will put such a stranglehold on your gun money that 
your boys will be out in the streets throwing rocks! I will *fucking* destroy you! I will make it my mission in life!
Harrison Ford strops off and immediately rejoins the C.I.A, which is apparently a simpler process than signing up for universal credit. 
He immediately showcases his hallowed analytical skills as he narrows down his suspects. 
Jack Ryan: Jimmy O’Reardon checked into a hotel with a woman with long red hair. Long red hair! This is who we should be looking 
for! We find her... we’ll find him.
…. hmm. A nondescript ginger woman is his only lead. What is his next suggested course of action, exactly? Mass incarceration of red-
haired women?  No, but seriously, let’s take a minute of silence to remember the victims of the Great Colleen Genocide of 1992. 
Thanks to some super-high-tech satellite imagery, Ford finds the I.R.A she-witch when he is able to zoom a photograph taken from the 
upper atmosphere right onto her cleavage. He watches with aloof separation through a thermal image feed as the S.A.S bomb and blitz 
the ever-loving fuck out of the camp. It’s like a trailer for ‘Call of Duty Black Ops: Ulster Collusion.’ Be sure to download the Battle of the 
Bogside DLC.

SCENE OPENS: Harrison Ford stalks the gloomy grey corridors of the Death Star Divis Flats. His mission: to rescue the kidnapped 
Princess Diana.

Princess Diana: (Looking at Ford’s Armagh jersey) Aren’t you a little short to be a G.A.A player? Also why are you wearing a poppy?
Harrison Ford: (whispering) I’m here to rescue you, princess. I’m a smuggler with the U.V.F.
There is a knock at the door. 
I.R.A Guard: Fergus O’Connell? What’s going on in there? You’d better have finished yer bowl of Irish Stew.
Harrison Ford: (Nervously) Everything is under control. Situation normal. Craic is, uhhhh, good. Uh... had a slight weapons malfunc-
tion when I dropped my hurling stick. But, uh, everything’s perfectly all right now. We’re fine. We’re all fine here, now, thank you. 
How are you?
I.R.A Guard: Who is this? Prove your allegiance right now or I’ll knock yer ballix in big man.
Chewbacca: (Heroically) Brits Out.

SCENE ENDS. 

But only the Al Qaeda baddies are killed and the I.R.A villains, apparently akin to unkillable 
cockroaches in this universe, have already escaped and are on their way back to America. All the 
while, Sean Bean busies himself with gently cyberbullying Harrison Ford about his daughter’s 
weakened immune system, phoning his house almost nightly like a lovelorn teenager. 
Sean Miller: I understand your little girl’s feeling better, eh? Lost her spleen though, eh? Pity, 
that. Make it a mighty tough on her to fight off infection, eh Jacky?
Jack Ryan: You sick son of a bitch!
It all culminates in an I.R.A attack on Harrison Ford’s house which is so confusing and stupid 
I cannot even really explain it. The Ra chaps are super well-armed and equipped, their night 
vision goggles and submachine guns making them appear, ironically, more like S.A.S troops. At 
any moment you expect one of them to shout into a walkie talkie, “Sinn Fein High Command, 
come in! This is 2nd I.R.A Mechanised Division, we need air support!”, the dreaded cue for at-
tack helicopters with Gerry Adams pinups painted on their sides to buzz into view.
Before you ask, there is no real reference at any point of the film to the traumatic civilian cost of

In probably the most realistic scenes in the entire movie, Ford gets into a scuffle with an 
assassin who is duly shot by an unflinching nearby U.S Marine who would have had no 
idea of the context of the scrap. The marine asks if Ford is okay and then allows him to 
dash off with no further questions or enquiries, probably, for good measure, pumping a 
couple of extra off-camera gunshots into the poor, personality devoid mick drone who 
will never see his mother or country again.

the Northern Ireland conflict. There are no Irish characters that aren’t active participants in the violence. This film seemingly exists 
purely to allow one-tenth-Irish Americans to insert themselves as victims into the Troubles narrative and sigh wistfully about the 
rivers of blood flowing in the ‘mother country.’ Why can’t those loveable potato munchers just get along?
There are gunfights, boat chases, and other tiresome ‘high octane’ shite served up for a climax to a movie so dumb it practically rolls 
over, looks you in the eye and asks, panting and sweating profusely, “was that good for you?”
I won’t tell you the predictable ending because I’m not here to offer an easy way out. You’ll have to see for yourself the myriad rea-
sons why Tom Clancy disowned the film, declaring in advance that “I think ‘Patriot Games’ will turn out so bad.”
But fear not, ‘Patriot Games’ fans! In a Stranger Dais exclusive, we have been given permission to print the script for a scene omitted 
from the final cut of this forgotten cinematic masterpiece:
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It’s not every day that the opportunity arises 
to talk shop with a multitalented film score 
composer - and we at STRANGER DAIS are 
delighted to have had the chance to talk with 
Andrew Hung. 

From festivals, to rubbing shoulders with 
celebrities on cult classic cinema, there’s little 
Hung hasn’t done. His work has been herald-
ed as “some of the most extraordinary elec-
tronic music of the last decade” [Louder Than 
War], with two of his pieces being used in the 
2012 London Olympics opening ceremony. 

What follows is a chat about creativity, cele-
bration, and staying humble. 

HANGING WITH 
ANDREW HUNG 

Q. What was the first album you remember loving? 
Andrew: It was either Radiohead’s The Bends or Portishead’s Dummy that took me leftfield. 
Before that I was a massive fan and still am) of Madonna and Michael Jackson

Q. Who, and what, inspires you musically?
Andrew: I like seeing other people doing their thing; that’s always inspiring. People who’s skill  
                                                                               set can’t be placed but it’s just there and you  
                                                                               can feel it. 

Q. What does music mean to you? Has it 
been a help, an escape, or a mode of ex-
pression? 
Andrew: For me, music is space to explore 
being.

Q. How did the Fuck Buttons come to be? 
And how did the name come up? 
Andrew: Fuck Buttons was a couple of mates

Q. What is your greatest musical achieve-
ment or memory? 
Andrew: Ummm... I feel like I’ve come out of 
a four year sense of disconnect so I feel very 
proud to have come out of that. I’ve just com-
pleted an album that I’m happy with so that’s 
now achievable which has created a sense of 
relief. What else... playing to 20,000 people at 
Primavera; that was good. And the Olympics 
was a great moment for me too.

Q. How did you break into sound tracking?

Q. The Greasy Strangler and An Evening With Beverley Luff Linn are massive cult favourites. 
How does it feel to have contributed? Has this impacted your career? 
Andrew: I don’t really know what my career is. It seems to be a mish mash of interesting things 
which have appeared in my life from nowhere. For some reason I’m drawn to the outsiders or 
perhaps the outsiders are drawn to me. Not through choice but I am very familiar with being 
different and the outsiders recognise each other. So yeah I think it’s an affirmation of that to be 
involved with those films.

Q. Even though you’ve worked high in the industry, you are still humble enough to contrib-

Andrew: Jim who made the Greasy Strangler and Luff Linn heard my Rave Cave eps and asked 
me to write some music for The Greasy Strangler. So I made the soundtrack in 3 weeks before 
it came out at Sundance!

Q. How do you even begin writing music for a movie? 
Andrew: God you know... don’t think about it. You just ride that wave as best as you can. You 
just be yourself and that’s all you can do and that’s the best you can do. Tbh I don’t know how 
but I try to trust whatever.

Andrew Hung’s discography, including his soundtracks, can all be found online with a simple 
search. 
Support him on social media:
Instagram: @ndrewhung
Twitter: @ndrewhung
Facebook: Andrew Hung

who had a jam and it grew from there. The name was a puerile joke at the time tbh.

Q. Is it better working solo on projects, or as an ensemble? 
Andrew: Umm... I’m enjoying working on my own at the moment. I’ve collaborated throughout 
my music life but I’m returning to my roots of working alone. You’re never really alone though; 
there’s no such thing.

small zines. How do you think your experi-
ences has shaped you as an artist? Is it hard 
to stay grounded? 
Andrew: I do try to cultivate humility and grat-
itude. It makes life easier if I’m not wanting or 
at the very least channelling that desire into 
something useful like making art.

Q. Do you have any parting advice for artists 
starting up?
Andrew: Trust the process.



CINEMATTERS - AINE OWENS FISHER ON FILM 

What started your love for cinema? 
Who are your biggest influences? 

I always find my love for cinema kind 

of puzzling. It really started with an 

almost obsession for TV dramas. I would 

consume episodes upon episodes of Skins 

and Sherlock instead of studying for 

my GSCEs. I’d sneakily have hidden tabs 

with BBC iPlayer on them behind my “re-

vision notes” on my laptop so I wouldn’t 

get caught. It took a very long time 

for it to click in my head that I didn’t 

just enjoy watching TV and that I actu-

ally wanted to make it. I remember pay-

ing extra attention to the credits of 

the first episode of Sherlock. I looked 

for the first female name I could see and 

decided that whatever job she did, that 

I could do it too. Sue Vertue, Producer. 

It’s odd thinking that that’s where my

Having recently completing her film, The 
Day After, Aine Owens Fisher grants 
readers an insight into film making as 
a woman in Northern Ireland, amidst a 

male dominated industry.

passion for film and tv started. Most people have a favourite director that they want 

to emulate, or a writer whose stories they’d love to tell. Instead, I just looked for 

the women. Subconsciously I knew that the industry was dominated by men from the be-

ginning. It seemed unreasonable for me to want to be a writer or a director because I 

hadn’t seen any female names assigned to those roles. Since seeing Sue Vertue’s name 

alongside a producing credit on many more BBC shows, I knew that this was something I 

could succeed at. Since then, I have adopted the same technique in finding my cinematic 

influences. Instead of looking specifically at genres of film that I enjoy or stories I 

would like to hear, I look for female filmmakers, regardless of their role in a produc-

tion. Doing this has led me to the most spectacular filmmakers. Like Lynne Ramsay, her 

range in filmmaking has developed and evolved throughout her career from gritty social 

realism to drama thrillers. Her filmmaking not only tells me that it is possible for 

women to excel in the film industry, it tells me that as a young female creative, that 

the sky is the limit.  

How would you surmise your film? 

Muireann, the film’s protagonist, had 

never thought about or explored one of 

life’s biggest questions, the exist-

ence of life after death. The Day After 

interprets the existence of life af-

ter death in an unconventional manner, 

instead it explores how life on earth 

exists the day after you die. The theme 

of death is so inherently human, the 

concept instigates a morbid curiosity in 

most, if not all, human beings.

Your story follows a female protagonist, do you believe the sentiment would 
change if it was a male? And how, if so? 

I do believe the sentiment would change if the protagonist was male. I wrote Muire-

ann’s character from a level of personal experience, something that I thought was im-

portant so that her character remained grounded in the human spirit. I was confident 

that writing Muireann’s character as female rather than male, made her more accessible 

to myself and hopefully, to my audience, my female audience especially. It’s important 

to me that women see women represented on screen as they are truly. Being a woman, I 

have the ability to write that experience from a place of reality rather than a place 

of speculation about the female experience. I think that, not only was I obligated to 

write a strong inquisitive female protagonist, but also doing so gave the character a 

great level of humanity and reality.

As a largely female cast and a female production crew, what do you feel it 
brought to the conception of the film? 

Working as an all-female crew with a largely female cast focused and strengthened how 

we worked. We were empowered to not only represent women in film, but also tell a female 

driven story, giving ourselves over entirely to the story, the characters and their 

environments. The strong relationship that we had built with one another and with our 

production was recognised especially by our actors, extras and family, something that 

I am incredibly grateful for. Both our lead Actress (Vanessa Schaefer) and supporting 

Actress (Mary Jordan) commented on how successful we were as a small film crew. They 

said it was a joy to watch us collaborate and interpret each other’s ideas and visions 

without hierarchy or superiority complex, something that they had personally come in 

contact with on other film sets. It wasn’t until they had mentioned how collaborative



films get made and whose don’t. When you look at this history of the OSCARs for example, 

in its 92 years of existence, five women have been nominated in the directing category. 

Five. It’s disheartening knowing that success in this industry will not come as easily 

to women as it will to men. The only positive I can draw from being a woman in the film 

industry is that my career path has been paved by the women that came before me and I 

am subsequently paving it for those women who will follow behind me.

 

Do you think Northern Irish cinema is celebrated enough? Do women here get the 
platform they deserve? 

I can confidently say that in recent years, film has become more recognised in Northern 

Ireland thanks to the success of Game of Thrones and other large productions that have 

landed on our small piece of turf. However, I am concerned that it is not celebrated 

enough as an art form and is rather seen as an amazing financial aid to Northern Ire-

land. I think there is a long way to come before Northern Irish cinema is celebrat-

ed for its artistic merit, but I am confident that that change is coming. As for women 

having a platform that they deserve, again, I think there is a long way to come before 

I can confidentially say that there is 

and open our production was, had I re-

alised how it is sometimes exhausting 

working in an industry that is largely  

dominated by men as you constantly fight 

to have your voice heard. Working with 

a solely female production crew and a 

largely female cast was a privilege that 

I hope of having again in my career. It 

is so inspiring to have women collabo-

rate creatively with one another in an 

open and inclusive space without the 

fear of being shut out.

Being a woman in cinema, do you face 
more challenges? Are there any pros?
 
There is no denying that women face 

more challenges in the film industry and 

as the industry stands at the moment, 

I wouldn’t suggest that there are many 

pros to being a woman in the industry. 

It is a hard-old slug for women in this 

industry, we are constantly fighting to 

have our voices heard and recognised. We 

are fighting against sexual abuse as well 

as clear misogyny in regard to whose

Your use of local music is very noticeable. Do you feel cinema should lend its 
ear to its locality, in terms of sound tracking and art?
 
I think that a filmmaker’s voice is only enhanced in their work when they collaborate 

with other forms of art that has stemmed from their area. In order for me to insert 

myself as honestly as I can into my own art form, I have to at least nod to the oth-

er artists who inspire me. Belfast in particular is hiving with young creatives who 

work, day and night to have their voices heard through their art. Knowing that we are 

stronger when we collaborate together and subsequently so is our art, it becomes kind 

of magic. Conn Thornton, a local musician who has recently graduated from Queen’s Uni-

versity, has written an original score for The Day After. It inspired me to work hard-

er and better when he sent me through the first drafts of the score. Knowing that my 

art inspired Conn to write that music and knowing that his talent and skill not only 

stirred up emotion and colour in the film, but that it also enhanced it, was other 

worldly. It is quite an emotional thing collaborating with such incredible artists, 

especially when they share the same locality as you.

Do you have any advice for people (especially women, or minority groups) in-
terested in delving into film making, seeing as its seemingly dominated by men?
 
Trust yourself and your talent. It took me a while to realise that my artistic voice 

is strong and deserving of a platform, but since then, I have found the confidence to 

trust my own ability. It is hard to see that there is room for you and your success 

when you are surrounded by people that are completely unlike you. But, if you want to 

say something creatively, know there is always someone out there who will listen to 

your voice, and at the best of times it will inspire them to use theirs.

“A big thank you to the amazing women in the crew - Shayda, Shauna, Ellie 
and Catherine”

an equal platform for female voic-

es in Northern Ireland as there is 

for male voices. But it is clear that 

female storytellers are making their 

way towards having a firm place in the 

industry. Lisa McGee, writer of Derry 

Girls, is a great example of North-

ern Irish female success on screen. I 

don’t think there’s a single person 

in the whole of Ireland that hasn’t 

seen at least an episode.



Its like a punch to the face
you think you have a saving grace
but nothings gonna help you now

you're a fucking disgrace
and now its time to erase you

and nothings gonna stop us now

we dont fuck with
we'll never fuck with

we dont fuck with boys like that

its time to cut ties

you say youre different, youve learned
oh what a fucking burn

tht persons scared to see you in town 
i hope youre scared to see us too
what goes around comes around

you think you know someone
and then everything comes crashing down

we dont have time for that
what goes around comes around 

we dont fuck with
we'll never fuck with 

we dont fuck with boys like that

its time to cut ties

REDACTED
AMERICAN GUINEA PIG 

Hannah Cooke @hannahcooke_98



Do you like your dream pop synthy? Up and com-
ing If and When have you covered! Heralding 

from Cork, the five piece meld heart wrenching, 
soulful vocals to a backdrop of ethereal gui-

tars and keys. Mon, get to know them.

Q. Who makes up If and When ? How do you know 
each other ? 

Well, Sam really is the common denominator. 
Becca, Joe Brian and Sam went to school togeth-
er and fused through their music class, and Ray 
had a previous band with Sam so we kinda just 

GET TO KNOW...
If and When 

Q. What are your influences, artisti-
cally and musically? 

I guess given our sound is outer 
world, there’s a few big ones between 
us all. We all pretty much vibe from 
the Smiths, The Cocteau Twins, Radio-
head and a lot of Jazz artists ( cour-
tesy of Sam ). In secondary school, 
our Music teacher Jack O’ Rourke was 
a big influence on us always pushing 
us to discover new streams of sound 
and try out things we weren’t really 
used to. His sound really inspired us 
to diversify our own, and we’re still 
trying out things so who knows what 
we’ll jam to next. 

vibed. And here 
we are, still 

vibing. 
So there’s five 
of us, each with 
their chosen 

virtue. Brian on 
the guitar, Sam 
on the synth / 
piano it depends 
what kind of 

day, Ray on the 
drums, Joe on 
the Bass and 

Becca is our lead singer. 

Q. How did you come up with your band name ? 

Aha, that’s a funny one. We started out as 
Homeless in Hollywood, and felt we kinda out-
grew the name after about a year. It didn’t re-

ally capture what we are, so we
felt it was time for a clean slate. After two 
weeks of trial and error names such as Sug-

ar Daddies Anonymous and the Atmospheric Lang-
ers Club, we had a lightbulb moment after Becca 

spat out If and When.

So here we are. Waiting for the If, won-
dering where’s the when. 

Q. What message 
does your music 
Convey? 

Honestly, as long 
as we can make peo-
ple smile, it’s 
conveyed enough 
for us. We touch 
on multiple top-
ics, both in the 
music and the lyr-
ics. Some of it 
personal, a lot of 
it taken from being 
a social wallflow-
er. Once people can 
come to our gigs 
and have a good 
time, we feel we’ve 
really done our job 
as a band. Whether 
our listeners iden-
tify with the sound 
or the lyrics, once

Q. What is If and 
When’s sound ? 

I mean, we’re still 
discovering it, 
but currently it’s 
like Miles Davis 
and Johnny Marr 
had a lovechild, 
and Christy Moore 
was the godfather. 
Honestly, we’re 
pretty indie if you 
ask us. We’re al-
ways open to ex-
ploring new sounds, 
so who knows who’s 
lovechild will hold 
us together next. 
Our music is quite 
dreamy, so if we 
were to give our 
sound a word that 
would be it.

it makes them feel something we’ve il-
lustrated our message perfectly.

Q.What are If and When’s Upcoming 
plans ? 

Currently, we’re working on releasing an 
EP very soon. If and when it comes out, 
you’ll be the first to know ( so punny ;) 
). In the meantime, we’re continuing to 
write and hoping to gig once conditions 
become a bit more suitable to do so. 

Support If and When on Instagram
: @ifandwhenband_



THATS NOT A SERIAL KILLER, 
THATS MY NAN

Jack Hopkin @jackhopkinGavin Reid @iwasgavinreid



since I started. Im so fucking grateful that 
I found something in life that makes me feel 
that way and I hope every single person read-
ing this finds that too. 

3. What’s your process for writing material? 
Are you always switched on and looking for 
comedy in everyday life? 

Anytime I have ever sat down with the purpose 
to write it's always been the worst stuff I've 
ever written because it's forced and most of 
the time it's not something that I care about 
so that usually ends up translating on stage. 
I love having conversations with my friends 
about different topics, I love hearing every-
one's point of view on different things and 

HAPPY ENOUGH?
As Northern Irelands comedy scene continues to grow stronger on a daily basis 
Stranger Dais had the pleasure of speaking to Aaron McCann ahead of his landmark gig 
in the Ulster Hall. 

Hosting two podcasts of his own, armed with a relentless gigging mentality and leav-
ing crowds in hysterics, we dive into how he approaches writing, unwinding and find 
out what makes him tick.  

1. What was your first memory of seeing stan-
dup?

I remember being really young and seeing Lee 
Evans on TV, the concept of stand up in gener-
al completely blew my mind especially on that 
level. I just remember as a kid thinking how 
has a full arena of people came to essentially 
just watch this man talk about life? 

2. When did you decide you wanted to pursue 
comedy and at what point did you think that 
it could become a career?

I sorta just came into it by accident, I didnt watch stand up and think “thats 
what I want to do” I never thought I could be capable of doing it nor did I have 
an interest in finding out. I was asked to host my secondary school formal awards 
and the only reason I was given when I asked “why me?” was “we just think you 
would be good at it”. I often think how crazy it is that if it weren’t for some-
one telling me that and asking me to do that job I would have never have even 
been on stage. I hosted my formal awards and loved it then not too long after 
saw Geddis, Micky and Shane live together on one show and that’s when it sort of 
clicked that this is something that could be pursued. I did my first gig and in-
stantly fell in love with it. I have a pretty obsessive personality in that when 
Im into something i am DEEP and my love of stand up hasnt diminished slightly 



7. What’s been the best gig that you’ve 
done and what made it standout?

It's funny because the best gig I've ever done was one where the gig itself was 
AWFUL. I had Tyler the Creator come see me at an open mic in LA after I tweeted 
him asking if he would come see me and when he replied saying "maybe but dont get 
your hopes up" I took out an overdraft and flew to LA. I performed at this aw-
ful open mic in LA to like 8 people but he was actually in the crowd. That night 
changed everything for me, to me thats the craziest thing that could have ever 
happened like someone going from Omagh to LA in the hopes their idol would come 
see them perform in a complete shit hole haha I still cant get over it. That 
night literally instilled self confidence in me. Sometimes if you just take a gam-
ble and truly believe you can make things happen you can do it no matter how cra-
zy it might seem to others. 

I don’t really dismiss anyone’s view as 
long as it’s authentic and honest, I am 
insatiably curious about people and I like 
getting deep. Alot of my material has come 
from these conversations. Other times I’ll 
think of things randomly and jot notes 
down in my phone and then try to come back 
and properly unpack it a later date. 

4. Is there any difference between you 
offstage and you onstage? 
This is an interesting question because 
this is something that's changed in the 
past year. I used to be very different on 
stage, not to the point of a character 
act or anything but people would be kind 
of taken aback if they spoke to me when I 
wasn't performing. My last two shows have 
been essentially snapshots of where I'm 

at in life exactly in that moment. “Happy Enough?” is essentially a show about 
a break up, taking your honest feelings on a certain subject and writing jokes 
about it can be a very surreal experience but it’s also really rewarding because 
hearing people laugh about it usually means that people also relate to it which 
can be a really validating feeling. I never try to get too deep with it though, 
I still love being silly and at the end of the day the laughter is the most im-
portant part. 

5. How do you get into the mindset to perform before you go onstage? How do 
you unwind after a show?

I actually spend most of my day distracting myself from the fact that I even have 
a gig. Most times I'm just hanging out with my friends or I'm just laying up at 
home watching Bobs Burgers or something. I guess just before the show starts 
aswell Ill blare some really heavy hip hop, if you have kanye west blasting in 
your ears before a gig it's hard to think about the ways it could go wrong. Af-
ter the show I guess depends on the gig, sometimes I'll have a drink after with 
people but then other times I'll just go home and pick up where I left off with 
Bobs Burgers

Tickets for Aarons Ulster Hall 
show can be found on their web-
site. 

Listen to his podcast Dirt Civil and  
follow him on social media:
Instagram: @mccanncomedy
Twitter @McCannMan

experience is when we get DMs from 
people who say that they heavy re-
lated to what we were talking about 
in the podcast on that certain week. 
People are fucking awesome man I 
love talking to people who listen to 
the podcast. 

8. Does podcasting help you write? Does it provide any other benefits to you? 

Absolutely! My material mostly comes from conversations with people and I love 
talking with people who have opposing views to me and it doesnt get much differ-
ent than one of my best friends Tim. He's a christian who I have yet to this day 
hear say fuck so we couldnt be more different but we've been best friends for 
years so our podcast doesnt ever feel like we're doing a podcast. It's literally 
a conversation that other people are listening to. Another validating

6. What would you like to achieve 
with comedy? What are your plans 
for the future?

Another great question, I dont nec-
essarily have that many measurable 
goals anymore. I think sometimes 
setting yourself goals that can be 
quantified can be a dangerous game 
because you can end up basing your 
whole life narrative around achiev-
ing it. If you dont achieve the goal 
then you cant help but feel disap-
pointed even though you've done all 
these other things that you SHOULD 
be proud of. On the flipside if you 

do achieve your goal then afterwards you 
can often feel slightly lost or looking 
for meaning again because you’ve put so 
much energy into this one thing and now 
you have it so it's like oh shit whats 
next? My only GOAL  is I want to create 
something that is even a quarter as funny 
as "killing them softly" by Dave Chapelle 
but I'll never make something that fun-
ny and thats not even a self esteem thing 
thats just me knowing that I can NEV-
ER be THAT good so if I spend my whole 
life chasing this impossible goal then all 
these other things that I want will come 
with it because I'm never going to be sat-
isfied because I got this one thing. Shout 
out Dave Chapelle.



Beth McKinty @_sorrel_



Q. WHO ARE THE DIRT BYRDS? 

John: There's Keith Farr on vocals and guitar. He also does the lyrics. Ben Simpson's on drums, and behind the tech stuff. I'm John 
McLachlan, and I'm the bassist. We all play a hand in writing the music.

Q. WHY ARE YOU CALLED THE DIRT BYRDS? 

John: It's just a name. We've been DIRT BYRDS since 2012 to the present. We dropped 'THEE' DIRT BYRDS to DIRT BYRDS when Ben 
joined.

Q. WHAT INSPIRES YOUR SOUND?

John: Our inspiration comes from garage rock, post punk, US hardcore, dirt rock. Stuff like that. We like to keep it simple, loud and 
direct. 

Q: WHAT IS DIRT BYRDS’ MESSAGE?

John: Ah, the message is in the lyrics if you can make it all out. Life is a misery. Maybe our tunes are a take on life. We’ll leave the sug-
ary dreams and uplifting moments to others. We’ve got the grim reality covered. 

DIRT BYRDS - DOING IT THEMSELVES 
Q: HOW DO YOU MANAGE TO MAKE YOUR MUSIC?

John: All this time we've been in this band, we've been lucky to 
have the patronage of Time To Be Proud Records. We don't make 
much money but it affords us the opportunity to keep going, keep 
making another set of tunes, and we've been really lucky to have 
our own practice space which is really cheap and available 24/7. 
Ben the drumming man has all the skills and equipment to record 
AND we are friends with Marty who has had years of experience 
mixing and mastering. 
So in short, DIRT BYRDS are a lucky, self financing band. 

Imagine this. You wake up in the morning, and you sleepily turn to your bedroom win-
dow. Before you have a chance to rub your crusty eyeballs awake, you're met with bird 
song. But not just any bird song: this is the DIRT BYRDS, and they're here to shout you 
awake in the most gloriously angry, rock and roll way imaginable. 
With an impressive repertoire of work, spanning over 45 tracks across several EPs, such 
as ROCK'N'ROLL IS THE DEVILS MUSIC, EVERYBODY HATES THEE DYRT BIRDS, and their 
latest edition to the onslaught 'WHO MADE YOU...', the band is just as tenacious as they 
are unrelenting musically. 

On their website, the band introduce their mantra succinctly: "It's not about reinvent-
ing the wheel. It's about keeping the wheel oiled. It's about playing our part in the 
soundtrack... Leaving our mark."

STRANGER DAIS chatted with bassist John McLachlan about all things DIRT BYRDS. 

Q: WHAT IS DIRT BYRDS' PLAN?

John: The LP was soon to print. The art work and master copy 
are all in the last stages of completion. 
We played loads of gigs in Belfast in all the usual venues, and 
then Ben joined, and then Ben and Keith got new jobs... getting 
the time to reboot the band, the music and prepare for gigs be-
came a drag. So we just rebooted our music and got to recording 
what is going to be Stone Cold Blues. 
Covid19 then stopped our gigging plans, and our lives, really. 
But we'll release our stuff anyway and try and sell it the best we 
can. Until gigs and merch and gigs become a thing again. 
I really do hope gigs become a thing again...

Q: HOW CAN WE SUPPORT THE BAND?

Merch can be bought from the Time To Be Proud page, and music 
can be bought and streamed through all major streaming sites.



"My last project, SERTRALINE, was made specifically to tackle the mental health crisis here in NI." 

Accomplished Irish artist Meabh Mulholland is no stranger to confronting reality through her work. The co-creator of 
the art festival, Overdrawn - an illustration art fair which made it's initial debut in Plymouth in 2019, strives not only 
to support the arts but also presents herself as an open book. Meabh's work is multifaceted, and through her art she 

not only expresses her own experiences, but offers solidarity to others in the same boat. 

Enter her zine, SERTRALINE: 'an exploration into symptoms and misconceptions'.

Meabh introduces her work with a personal introduction, which articulates the message of her piece excellently. 

In her own words, "This zine was created entirely within my first two months of beginning Sertraline, and has been a 
curated journal for me to keep track of the questions I had, the symptoms I experienced, and what I learnt about not 

only Sertraline, but a variety of different Antidepressants."

"There's a lot of misinformation on the internet, and I just wanted to make this for anyone who had been experienc-
ing the same and wanted an answer to the huge misconceptions which stigmatises the drug, or if you just wanted to 

know about some fun facts I guess."

Meabh's art style is endlessly enticing. The zine from the offset presents itself as an old school informative cartoon 
for a child consumption - yet this is deeply impactful for an adult's gaze. The styling ensures that the reader is not 

intimidated to delve into this (wrongfully, yet sadly) taboo topic. Instead, it is inviting. We are invited to chat with the 
artist - to learn, and unlearn the misconceptions of medicated living. 

Each segment has been painstakingly illustrated, capturing human experience in beautifully simplistic means. Mea-
bh's use of personification ensures this story is not weighted upon the gender expression, the age, the physicality of 
the characters drawn - instead, the focus is upon widely familiar household objects.   The narration paired with each 
illustration makes the viewing experience of the zine akin to a short infomercial-come-personal diary - with artwork 

that expresses the topics broached in a way that simulates feeling, without words.  

The message of SERTRALINE is simple: education. Much needed education, especially here in Northern Ireland. 

Tackling the history of medication, the science behind it, the symptoms one may face, and elaborating on terminology, 
the experience is deeply moving whilst maintaining education at its the core.

The conclusion of the zine ends with a beautiful poem. And hope. Meabh beautifully articulates her story in a way 
that will benefit others. 

We at STRANGER DAIS couldn't endorse this zine more. Lets work together to destigmatise medication.

Check out SERTRALINE, and Meabh Mulholland's work, through her website:
www.meabh.uk 

Be sure to also follow her Instagram: 
@meeb.etc 

and Overdrawn festival
@overdrawnartfair     

SERTRALINE, AND ME 



We will live in a house by the sea.
How ironic, the very anthesis of our beginnings,

all grey buildings, and busy roads,
and the buzz of student suburbia.

You have spent your whole life longing for a shoreline. 
(I know you see it as an opportunity)
and I have tried to run from the coast

as if open water typified a town that couldn’t be mine. 
But still,

We will live in a house by the sea.
Maybe it will be so still and quiet, that I can sit at my typewriter,

clunking out stories of anywhere but our house by the sea.
Or perhaps our house by the sea will become suited to your lifestyle,

parties every weekend, love affairs between your hands and six 
strings-

and I: the pretty musician’s quiet wife.
You have spent your whole life looking for somewhere to make your mu-

sic, 
and I have spent mine searching for silence.

But still,

A  H o u s e  b y  t h e  S e a .
b y  Y a s m i n  M c N e i l l 

We will live in a house by the sea.
I will dance on the beach in mis-matched swimwear
to give the neighbors something to talk about.

We can gaze at how the ocean meets the sky and all the other things
that make us wonder.

Maybe one day we will explain to our children how the waves are 
made: 

you elaborate on the scientific terms your father told you,
and I, ever the poet, will tell them tales of Triton.

And you will just smile, because-

We will live in a house by the sea,
for everywhere else will become too small for us someday. When it is 

late, and all the house is asleep,
I will tip-toe through the sand,

Letting the salty wind tangle my hair.
I shall stand at the shore in the middle of the night, screaming 

madness into the water,
praying that one day

it might start to scream back.



Francis and Jacqui McFaul sit in their bungalow in Scotland. The warm smile on their faces could put anyone at ease. 
Their gentle, humble demeanour would lead you to believe that they were just normal, nice people.

However, the pair have a wealth of colourful stories up their sleeves surrounding their vibrant lives in the music indus-
try. 

From their band, to their initial leap into the music scene; discussions surrounding faith, to life as a disabled artist - 
the McFauls gave us full access to the lifestyles of Fresh Mana. 

*The transcript that follows has been categorised, and may not feature topics in the order they were said*

FRANCIS AND JACQUI MCFAUL 
    LIFE AS F.M.

WHO ARE FM?

FRANCIS - My name is Francis McFaul, I am the leader of a band called FM, which 
actually stands for Fresh Mana. The band comprises of Jacqui, my wife, and our 
good friends Joan Patrick and her son, Jack. We play as a four piece. But the way 
that the band is set up, whenever we go places, we have musicians that play along 
with us. Although there is a core of four people, we are very fluid in the way that 
we work with other artists. 
The other musicians may come and play things like drums for us - keyboards, vio-
lins, that kind of thing. The style of music that we do is very gospel, but also very 
soulful. I have a lot of influences in my life that are very soul based, like Barry

JACQUI - I worked for Prince, Meatloaf, Motorhead, ACDC, Siouxsie and the Ban-
shees. I’ve always loved live music. 

FRANCIS - I had a radio programme. We used to do a section where we would 
give clues on air, and people would have to call in a guess which band Jackie 
Roadied for. 

JACQUI - In FM, I move all the equipment! No, I do a lot of the technical side of 
things. 
 
FRANCIS - When I was 12 years old I was incredibly good at football. I was scout-
ed for Coleraine football club to have a trial with them that January!
But at Christmas, I had been down at my granny’s, and for the first time ever  I 
watched Top of the Pops. And on that day, there was a band called T-Rex on. 
They sang a song called Metal Guru, and I just thought it was the best thing I’d 
ever heard. I told my dad right then that I wasn’t going to go to the football

White, etc. If you came to hear us, don’t expect to come and hear happy clappy gospel songs. Instead, it’s much more of an 
ambient, soul feel. 

JACQUI - That's because Francis writes all of the songs. We don't play anybody else's songs!

FRANCIS - Our set is very eclectic because of this. Another thing that's quite unusual and unique about FM is that we don't 
practice! The way that we do it is that we'll arrive an hour before the gig, I'll maybe play the new songs that I've written, 
and within that hour the band HAS to get it.

JACQUI - And sometimes you could be faced with a crowd of around 200 people. And you're thinking, 'Right, what is he 
doing?'. But we go with it. 

FRANCIS- And by the time you've played it three or four times, the song has embedded in. Sometimes we write spontane-
ous songs as we're playing. As we see it, it really doesn't matter - because the audience don't know if somethings 'right' or 
'wrong'. 

JACQUI -  Absolutely. We look at each other and just go, "that was great". Or we could look at each other and go "what is 
happening”. But  you need someone to guide the creativity, because otherwise it can get rather fragmented. There’s

always got to be someone there to bring it back. 

FRANCIS- The reason we are called Fresh Mana is because it’s a quote 
from the Bible. In the Bible, God gives the Israelites ‘fresh mana’, which 
means ‘something new, every single day’. 

WHAT STARTED YOUR LOVE OF MUSIC?

JACQUI - I've always had a passion for music.  I love eclecticism in 
sound, coming from a range of people and places. 

FRANCIS - Jacqui used to be a roadie for several top bands, she’s being 
humble! 

trial - instead, I wanted to be a musician. I never went to Coleraine - that year, I taught myself guitar and became a real 
sponge for any music I could find. Rock and roll in the sixties, opera, emo, new romantics, punk... 

My dad was a country and western singer, and my mother was in an Irish showband that played in Liverpool. I just pulled 
music from everywhere, and I wanted to write music that encapsulated every type of music. 

JACQUI - Francis doesn’t read music, it’s all played by ear. 

FRANCIS - Many times over my life I’ve been asked to teach music, and the first thing I tell students is to throw their music 
books away. It’s better to have a passion of music rather than a head knowledge. I ask, “Do you like to play music? Or are 
you a musician?” because there’s a difference. 

JACQUI - In saying that, people do need to practice. It’s good to play other people’s songs, that’s how you develop a per-
sonality with it, a passion. And then that’s how you go off and make your own thing. 

FRANCIS - Music came alive for me at university. There was a number of amazing bands about. I was in a band called The 
Captions. What we did at that time as musicians was play in each other’s bands. We went to each others gigs. We would 
step up on stage and play a bit for other bands at their shows, and vice versa. 

Through that, I met a guy called Chris Doherty, who was a lovely guy but a tragic figure. He was shot by paramilitaries and 
because of that had lost his eyesight. With the compensation he was given he bought himself a recording studio. He was an 
amazing guy. He would say stuff like, “Can you give me that yellow lead?” and we’d be like “...How did he know that?”. 
I recorded some songs with him, and because of that we got a really good write up by Hot Press. That got us more gigs. 

One of the songs I later recorded with a guy called Clive was an Irish ballad called ‘The Rare Old Days’. It was released, and 
got into the Irish charts! 
After I graduated from university I became a qualified social worker, but I still made music in any spare moments I had. 

I had sent music to Bob Cranham, and he wanted to make an album. We went down to London to Porcupine Studios and 
recorded a ten song album called the Season of Singing. I was able to get in contact with people like David Bowie because 
of this - his phone number was just sat there!

The leading song on the album was called Holy Fire, and the BBC got a hold of it. I was invited to go on a show called Sun-
day. I had to sing to a backing track in a field. The other musician there that day was Cliff Richard. Simon Mayo picked up 
the album, and chose it as his album of the week! 

I met so many people because of the success of that album. 

We recorded another album, and my song Storm to a Whisper was so well received that the National Ballet Company 
used it as their theme song for the entirety of 1997.

An artist came across from Israel, and she had heard the album I had made. Her producer was also Bob Cranham. Bob 
says, ‘I’ll introduce you to this guy’.



MAKING MUSIC

FRANCIS - I would maybe write 100 songs to get 10 good ones. We would try all 100, and ditch 90 of them. I've made 
seven albums. Countless songs of mine have been recorded by other artists. I’ve also had the pleasure of having my poetry 
published in several books and compendiums (Swimming With Endorphins, etc.) , and my research surrounding disability 
was utilised in the book I co-wrote, ‘It Always Comes Down To Money’.

THE MESSAGE? 

FRANCIS - In the mid 80's,and early 90's, both Jackie and I became Christians. Our love of God came to the forefront. 
When you're in the position that you feel loved all the time, the only message you ever want to convey is hope. All of our 
songs have an element of hope in them. Things don't always work out. The world is a difficult place, but I always have a 
belief that things will work out. We have been through many trials and tribulations together, Jackie and I, but we always 
feel that dark clouds are vanished away because God is good and gives us hope in the music we write.

Last year, we recorded a song called I Will Dance. The reason we released it as a single was because I had recently became 
a double amputee. Up until that point, I had had one good leg, but then I had became a double amputee and had to use a 
wheelchair. The song to me is a song of real hope. The message is simple, really. I may be sat in a wheelchair, and I am un-
able to dance - but in my heart, I am dancing. The song means a lot to me because after that had happened to me, people 
started to say things to me like, "You're really inspirational, other people would have given up", and for me it's just a way of 
saying that although I can't dance, I am in here. 
As a result of that, I was featured in a Rural Romance Book because they wanted someone who was an amputee to be the 
role model in the book!

JACQUI - Yeah, they came and interviewed us. It was a research thing to find out what life is like as an amputee. The book 
is like one of those Mills and Boons ones, only its all farmers. 

FRANCIS - And I am the romantic lead! 

PRESSURES OF SUCCESS 

FRANCIS - I was never frightened. I never really get nerves. I just always really loved it. I enjoyed it completely, but never 

DISABILITY IN THE ARTS

FRANCIS - Whenever I was in hospital, I felt God said to me, ‘Lay everything down’. 

I was really ill. I thought I was going to die. I was in hospital for seven months. I was told by 
God to lay everything down, and I did. 

I came out of hospital and hadn’t played guitar in nearly a year, wasn’t really having any mu-
sic in my head. But God told me weeks later, “Francis, it’s time to rebuild.” I asked who with? 
And it was with the people in Fresh Mana. Ever since we came back with FM, we’ve had so 
much success. 

FRANCIS - My attitude has always been adapt, and survive. Just because the guitar wasn’t 
good, it didn’t mean we couldn’t put on a concert. Creativity should be everything. 

A LESSON TO YOUR PAST SELF? 

FRANCIS - One, stick and play the music that you want to play. Secondly, take more chances.

JACQUI - That’s something I’ve learnt as well. You can stop yourself doing things because you’re 
fearful, or because it goes against what is expected. But what I’ve learnt is, I don’t care how I 
look because if I’m doing what’s in my heart. Why wouldn’t I be confident?

 It’s all about taking more chances and rejecting fear.  

I thought things would end, but they didn't. God has been good to us. I'm now in 
my sixties, and I'm not wanting to retire. Instead, I'm ready to go. 

I'm kept safe by the people I love. Safe, but not hidden. That's one of the strange 
things of being a musician with a Chronic illness. The thing is, I wouldn't be able to 
do anything without Jacqui. She drives me, sets up equipment. If we do a gig, if it's 
upstairs I can't do it.

JACQUI - We have Joan!

FRANCIS - Yes, she'll just carry me up! I've been dragged up hills when we're out-
side and stuff. The thing is, I need to be able to play in a place that I feel okay with 
that happening to me. People don’t want to hurt me, they want to help me, but they have to do seemingly odd things to 
do that. It’s taken a while to shake the grumpiness from me when this happens and instead appreciate that they have my 
best interests at heart. 

ARE VENUES HELPFUL WHEN CATERING TO DISABLED ARTISTS?

FRANCIS - When we recorded I Will Dance, it was in a studio at the top of a flight of really steep stairs. I managed to get 
up them, but it took me about half an hour to. Once I was up there I had to rest for ages before I could perform. As the day 
was continuing, people were leaving the room to get food and things but I had to stay in that place all day. I made myself 
do that because I really wanted to be involved in that single. 
What I find is that when we play in community centres, they are always wheelchair friendly. What we try and do now is tell 
organisers about my disability before we get near the place, and if they don't have disability access in the proposed venue, 
we ask them to swap it for somewhere that does. What we find is that usually happens!
We play in a lot of churches and we've been moved to halls so I can get in. 

JACQUI - They're very helpful. 

FRANCIS - The appreciation for my needs is certainly getting greater as awareness rises. 

WHAT MAKES A GOOD GIG?

FRANCIS - I like a show with good audience feedback, and a passionate performance by the band. I'd rather play something 
full of mistakes than put on a show that was absent of energy with the life sucked from it. 

JACQUI - We once went to Bulgaria to do some concerts, and we went to this rural place up in the mountains. We came 
through, and no one was outside. So we went back in then out again but all of a sudden the place had filled with people! 
We came out onto the stage, and the guitar Francis was given to play was RUBBISH. We had to do the show acoustically. 
That was strange. 

FRANCIS - But it was fun!

JACQUI - We got really good feedback from the audience. 

JACQUI - Who was the guy...? 

FRANCIS - I was the guy! 

JACQUI - Oh! Woops!

FRANCIS - Yeah, he wanted ME to go sing on HER album, I was the guy! And that’s what I did. 
They had to teach me a line at a time the Hebrew lyrics. The song was called No More Tears. A 
year later, I received a letter from Israel to say the song had been played at the funeral of the 
Israeli Prime Minister at the time who had been assassinated. Years later, Jackie and I went to 
Tel Aviv and visited where the funeral had been held, and where the song had been played. 
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“No one yet held that status- so we were really all in the mix together.”

The concert coincided with what was arguably the high-water mark of the Northern Irish 

group’s meteoric ascent to fame. Only two months prior, their scorching rendition of ‘Baby 

Please Don’t Go’ had stormed its way to number ten on the U.K singles chart, whilst it’s B-side, 

‘Gloria’- a primal, snarling composition comprising of only three simple, jagged chords- was 

taking on a life of its own and firmly establishing itself on both sides of the Atlantic as an 

oft-imitated garage rock staple.

Them’s high-energy, blues-based virtuosity, together with Morrison’s growling, improvisational 

vocal stylings, cemented for them a reputation as a live act to be reckoned with.

‘IT’S ONLY MY LIFE’
JACKIE MCAULEY

IN CONVERSATION WITH STRANGER DAIS 

by Jack Hopkin

Appearances on iconic 1960s television programmes ‘Ready Steady Go’ and ‘Top of the Pops’ saw Them become a name in high demand, and ‘Here Comes 

the Night,’ the band’s third single, quickly climbed all the way to number two on the top forty. Such success notwithstanding, Jackie later noted with 

bemused chagrin the contrast between their ramshackle Ford Thames van- the band’s manager having failed to secure a more glamourous means of 

transport- and the fleet of lavish limousines and coaches outside the Empire Pool that ferried the numerous other groups on the bill. Like aligned con-

stellations, the crème of the crop of the U.K’s mid 1960s music scene had converged on the venue. 

The result was a roster of performers which would go unrivalled until the advent of the open-air festivals of the decade’s end.

Although he was a long way from his native Derry, Jackie was not intimidated by the illustrious company he shared. His was to be a long and 

star-crossed career, and this was only the beginning.

“I practically grew up on stage,” Jackie said, “so there were never any daunting moments for me.”

Indeed, the formative years of Jackie’s adolescence had provided him with something of a musical apprenticeship. Proficient in piano and guitar 

from a young age, he immersed himself in the emergent sounds of American blues, soul, R&B and rock, all the while remaining susceptible to the 

charm of traditional Irish music and other influences closer to home.

“As my parents were both professional musicians, my mum a singer,” he said, “my earliest influences were a mix of anything from Ella Fitzgerald 

to Hank Williams, Jim Reeves to Big Bill Broonzy.” Jackie and his older brother Pat- a skilled drummer- joined Them in 1964, having already previ-

ously met Van Morrison at a “couple of parties” in the same timeframe.

Touring behind a succession of hugely popular records, they were an unmitigated hit on the live circuit.

The Beatles headlined, performing a selection of their more recent hits. The Rolling Stones 

played, as did the Animals, the Kinks and the Searchers.

There was gentle folk from Donovan, early baroque pop from the Moody Blues and gutsy 

blue-eyed soul from Tom Jones and Dusty Springfield. And, of course, there was Them.

The result was a roster of performers which would go unrivalled until the advent of the 

open-air festivals of the decade’s end.

The Beatles headlined, performing a selection of their more recent hits. The Rolling 

Stones played, as did the Animals, the Kinks and the Searchers. There was gentle folk 

from Donovan, early ba roque pop from the Moody Blues and gutsy blue-eyed soul 

from Tom Jones and Dusty Springfield. And, of course, there was Them. 

Whilst with Them in London, Jackie made the acquaintance of American rock and roll legend Gene Vincent, who, in the early 1960s, was cutting most of 

his new records in England. Jackie would later attribute this friendship as a major catalyst towards his growing confidence in his own songwriting.

Yet, despite all of the fame and despite all of the adulation, Jackie remains conflicted in his memories pertaining to the tumultuous heyday of Them and 

theall too often volatile relationship between the band and their management. Particular frustration was generated by the latter’s consistent and unnec-

essary insistence on hiring session musicians to play on studio recordings. 

“In my time, recording with Them was not fulfilling,” Jackie added. “In the studio, we had no say- so the less said, the better.”

And, although Derek Johnson of the NME was so impressed by Them’s Wembley performance that he posited the band had “more genuine soul than any of 

their British contemporaries,” Jackie remembers the show in a different light.

“Our performance wasn’t great,” he recalled. “For some reason- I can’t recall why- we switched ‘Gloria’ for ‘Turn On Your Lovelight,’ which was not a 

good move.”

As the band started to slip off from their live and commercial prime and began to reveal unignorable symptoms of imminent implosion, Jackie decided 

to leave Them. His bandmates would go on to Los Angeles- where, during a 1966 residency at the Whisky-a-Go-Go, they would prove a pivotal early influ-

ence upon a nascent, up and coming band by the name of the Doors- before Van Morrison ultimately left the group to pursue a solo career. Absconding 

to Dublin, Jackie briefly joined pianist Paul Brady in a blues band named the Cult, all the while frequenting back room folk sessions at O’Donahues Pub 

where hugely popular traditional Irish folk band, the Dubliners, were a common fixture. However, his restorative tenure in Dublin was not to last long. 

In the wake of increasingly acrimonious inter-band relations, late August 1965 saw Jackie’s brother, Pat, form a Them splinter group together with 

guitarist Billy Harrison. Performing in direct competition- and under the same moniker- as the Morrison 

lineup eventually led to legal action, and, in March 1966, Morrison’s Them won the legal rights to the 

name. 

Pat McAuley’s group thereafter performed as the ‘Other Them’ during their U.K dates- although, unofficial-

ly, they would be popularly remembered as

the ‘Belfast Gypsies.’ Harrison departed from the band in the spring of 1966, and the Belfast Gypsies as-

sumed their final form; Jackie McAuley on vocals, keyboards and harmonica, Pat McAuley on drums, Ken 

McLeod on guitar and Mark Scott on bass.

One night, during a gig in London, they caught the attention of the Los Angeles impresario Kim Fowley.
 The psychedelic Svengali, fresh from working with Frank Zappa, had been scouting for talent and he believed he found it in the Belfast Gypsies. The 

quartet, assured by Fowley of their potential, decamped to Denmark- where recent touring had generated a sizeable following- to set about recording 

an album for Sonet Records.

“Recording the Gypsies was fun,” Jackie remembers. “It was in an old town hall or church hall.” 

“My first writing was crude with the Gypsies. Mind you, a lot of people liked that raw kind of innocence. I was a kid trying out the big bad world.” Yet, 

the legacy of Them continued to haunt Jackie, even as he set out to forge his own distinct musical footprint. “On the road we couldn’t really get the 

band into top gear as people wanted the Them hits I refused to play,” he said. “I loved Denmark though- the people, the audience, were good to us. One of 

the best times of my life.”

The Belfast Gypsies went their separate ways in November 1966, and the album they cut would only arrive in record shops- with next to no publicity- 

some nine months after the band had ceased to exist. Confusion also stunted the L.P’s release, Sonet Records having opted to subtitle the album ‘Them,’ 

leading a number of record buyers to erroneously presume it to be a new effort courtesy of Morrison’s ensemble. 

That the Belfast Gypsies’ sole album fell largely on deaf ears at the time of its 1967 release, however, is of no fault of the music itself. Swaggering, 

raucous and raw- with highlights including the frenetic ‘People, Let’s Freak Out’ and the unhinged ‘Midnight Train,’ not to mention the atmospherically 

brooding ‘Aria Of The Fallen Angels’ and proficient garage covers of Bob Dylan’s ‘It’s All Over Now Baby Blue’ and Donovan’s ‘Hey Gyp (Dig The Slowness)’-

it is today regarded by critics as one of the finest records to have exploded from the mid-Sixties R&B boom.

Returning to London at the end of the Belfast Gypsies’ lifespan, Jackie bore first-hand witness to the blos-

soming lysergic counterculture that was beginning to spread its roots throughout the swinging city. Stints 

in progressive fusion bands Limousine and Icarus saw him perform a number of times 

at the Middle Earth club (the focal point of London’s denizen psychedelic movement), a venue that boasted 

early iterations of Pink Floyd and the Soft Machine as resident house bands. 

Even if mainstream success on the scale he had experienced during the peak years of Them remained elusive, 

Jackie earned underground credibility and respect among his peers. He could count Jack Bruce of Cream 

and Pete Townshend of the Who as friends and admirers and, one night, Jimi Hendrix bought him a pint. 

“There were only pop stars. There weren’t really any icons or gods,” Jackie McAuley remembers. 

He was only 19 years old on the distant April day when, as keyboardist with the seminal Van Morrison fronted R&B band Them, he played for a baying audience some 10,000 

strong at Wembley’s Empire Pool Stadium for the 1965 NME Pollwinners Concert.



 London’s Bush Hall in 2015, 45 years after the release of ‘Morning Way, ’ to perform the album in full, and the following

year, they made an appearance at the Green Man Festival.

The reunion, however, was short-lived, and Judy Dyble sadly passed away on July 12th, 2020 following a heroic battle 

against lung cancer. 

“Judy was wonderful. An absolute gem,” Jackie said. “It was a sad day when she left. I will always miss her.”

Following Judy’s 1970 departure, Jackie attempted to keep the sinking Trader Horne ship afloat by recruiting vocalist Saffron 

Summerfield to fill the Dyble shaped hole in the line-up, but it was to no avail. The band folded and would record no more. 

Jackie was in limbo yet again.

Jackie was approached by Henry McCullough- who would later make his name playing guitar with Paul McCartney on Wings 

hits like ‘Hi, Hi, Hi,’ ‘Live and Let Die’ and ‘My Love’- to provide vocals for a potential new band, but Jackie turned him down, not 

the memoirs of a man with such an exotic, multifarious and varied life both within and outside of the 

public eye, it is a book bristling with first-hand anecdotes of the most renowned musical alumni of 

the 1960s and 1970s- not to mention Jackie’s own adventures from the days when pop stars, in the mix 

together, became icons and gods. 

“I had been telling these stories for years. People would always say, ‘hey, write a book,’ remembered 

Jackie.

“Anyway, one day I wrote a small draught. An editor friend was so amazed at my experiences she 

encouraged me to finish my scribblings. 

“You have to finish this, it’s really great!”

The beginning of 1969 found Jackie sharing a flat in London with fellow musician Pete Sears. 

At the time, Sears was working with Rod Stewart, then preparing to record his solo albums 

‘Gasoline Alley’ and ‘Every Picture Tells A Story.’ These sessions brought Sears into renewed close 

contact with guitarist and composer Martin Quittenton, an old friend previously of the blues 

rock band Steamhammer. 

Quittenton’s girlfriend shared a flat with Judy Dyble, former lead vocalist of the folk-rock 

band Fairport Convention, and, before long, Jackie, Pete and Judy were busying themselves re-

hearsing a number of songs they intended to perform as a trio named ‘Trader Horne.’

However, before the band could begin touring or recording, Pete Sears decided to leave for the United States in the hope of finding success there. 

It was a gambit that would pay off, and Sears would spend much of the 1970s performing to packed arenas with Jefferson Starship and Hot Tuna. 

Meanwhile, back in Britain, Trader Horne persevered as a duo. Signed to Pye Records’ counterculturally-inclined subsidiary label, ‘Dawn’, Jackie 

and Judy immersed themselves in a freewheeling, semi-nomadic lifestyle punctuated with live performances. They quickly found themselves sharing 

stages with bands such as Humble Pie, Genesis and Yes on the university circuit.

In Judy’s words, “Trader Horne set off on the road. And what a road it was. We seemed to be careering from one side of the country to another, 

then up and down with not a lot of breaks in between. I seem to remember being really tired and as for Jack- well he was doing a lot of the 

driving as well as playing.”

“At one time we were appearing on a lot of those local TV magazine shows, the ones that followed the six o’clock news. We did travel to Belfast, 

it was in the middle of the dreadful times there. It looked forlorn in the rain with all the barbed wire. But the welcome at the TV station was 

warming.”

“One nice memory of Trader Horne- appearing on a Grampian TV music programme along with Cat Stevens amongst others. The flight back from 

Aberdeen was delayed by fog, so Jack and I listened to ‘Tea for the Tillerman’ being virtually written in front of our ears, and singing along with 

it. That was magical.”

The songs Jackie wrote and performed as a member of Trader Horne bore little stylistic resemblance to the rabid garage rock that epitomised 

much of his prior output. The group’s debut 1969 single balanced the acoustic, playful McAuley-penned A side ‘Sheena’ with the hypnotic, harmonic 

acid folk of Dyble’s ‘Morning Way,’ both songs presenting a gentle counterpoint to the punkish rattle of ‘Gloria’ and ‘People, Let’s Freak Out.’

“With Trader Horne, I really got stuck into the fantasy world 

of writing,” Jackie explained. “Most of the time I didn’t really 

know what I was doing. It just came out.”

When Trader Horne released their ‘Morning Way’ album in 1970, 

it was met with near instant acclaim from the underground 

scene.

Housed in a colourful ornate sleeve and featuring sleevenotes courtesy of the poet Brian Patten, the music was evocative of the introspective, 

mystical hippie zeitgeist of the turn of the decade- a modern counterculture increasingly enriched by the timeless myths, legends and fairytales 

of old. Woven together like a tapestry with instrumental interludes played on celeste, flute and piano, ‘Morning Way’ flits seamlessly between the 

Tolkienesque ‘Three Rings for Elven Kings,’ the ominous nursery rhyme-esque warble of ‘The Mutant’ and the shimmering, jangling folk rock of 

‘Here Comes The Rain.’ 

John Peel played the album enthusiastically a number of times on his Radio One show, whilst Led Zeppelin frontman Robert Plant lent it his seal 

of approval when he nominated it as one of his favourite albums of the day. Jackie and Judy appeared to be on the brink of a major break-

through. 

They were booked to perform at the Hollywood Music Festival in Newcastle-under-Lyme in May 1970, where it was hoped they could capitalise 

upon their underground success and generate a wider fanbase- but, sometime before the festival, Judy quit the band. The exhaustion of touring the 

length and breadth of the country was simply too much for her to bear any longer.

The Hollywood Festival would, however, be remembered for the Grateful Dead’s first ever appearance 

in the U.K, not to mention the instant fame afforded to a jug band named Mungo Jerry when they 

debuted their new song, ‘In The Summertime,’ for a receptive mud-caked audience. 

Lost opportunities notwithstanding, Trader Horne’s reputation remained intact and their sole L.P con-

tinued to accumulate a growing cult following over the years. It is today revered as a lost 1960s 

acid-folk classic. Jackie and Judy reunited once again under the Trader Horne name for a show at 

wishing to take on the burdens associated with being the frontman of a rock band. He also declined an invitation to play with Pete Brown, the 

lyricist behind the Cream anthems ‘I Feel Free,’ ‘Sunshine of Your Love’ and ‘White Room,’ as he could not abide Pete’s singing voice. After all, at this 

stage of his career, Jackie had no real appetite for the prospect of joining another band. So, after years of playing together with other per-

formers, Jackie cut a solo album, having taken six weeks to write the material and two weeks to record it.

Released in 1971, Jackie’s eponymous solo album was rated highly by contemporaneous reviewers, it’s earthen, pastoral music competing compe-

tently with the rootsy output of the leading lights of the burgeoning singer-songwriter movement (James Taylor, Neil Young and Carole King, to 

name but three) of the period. Unfortunately, however, Jackie could not bring himself to take to the stage to promote the record.

“My solo album required me to perform solo. This I couldn’t do,” he explained with muted understatement. “I never knew why.”

And so, for much of the 1970s, Jackie turned his attention away from releasing albums under his own name, instead applying his talents to become 

an in-demand and much-respected session musician. 

He collaborated with a dizzying and eclectic array of artists, recording and performing with Clodagh Rodgers, Viv Stanshall, Jim Capaldi, Rick 

Wakeman, Johnny Winter, Joe Cocker, the Heptones and Lonnie Donegan. Towards the end of the decade, he returned to the spotlight when formed a 

short-lived ensemble named ‘Rowdy’, in which he was joined by Roxy Music bassist John Gustafson, Billy Bremner (occasional guitarist for Nick 

Lowe and with the Pretenders) and Judas Priest drummer Les Binks. The band left no records in their brief wake.

Success on the singles chart returned, albeit indirectly, when ‘Dear John,’ a song 

Jackie penned together with John Gustafson, was taken to the top forty’s number ten 

slot by Status Quo. Then, turning his attention to Celtic rock in the late 1980s, Jackie 

led a band called Poor Mouth. They released a well-received album, ‘Gael Force,’ in 

1989. 

In 1988, an accident with a kitchen knife almost cost Jackie his left hand. The extensive 

therapy required to undo the nerve damage inflicted by this near-career ending wound 

meant Jackie was unable to return to the studio until the mid-1990s, but, since then, he 

has bolstered his discography with a number of solo albums.

Jackie continues to perform live, and his back catalogue remains highly sought after. 

In 2016, one of the songs he wrote for Trader Horne’s ‘Morning Way’ album, ‘Jenny May’, was featured in the soundtrack of the very first episode 

of Netflix’s blockbuster series, ‘Stranger Things.’

In 2017, Jackie cast a retrospective eye on his expansive career and published his long-awaited autobiography, ‘I, Sideman.’ As can be expected of

“ I t ’ s  o n l y  my  l i f e , ’  I  s a i d . ”
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